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Computational fluid dynamics applied to virtually deployed drug-eluting coronary bioresorbable scaffolds: Clinical translations derived from a proof-of-concept
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ABSTRACT

Background: Three-dimensional design simulations of coronary metallic stents utilizing mathematical and computational algorithms have emerged as important tools for understanding biomechanical stent properties, predicting the interaction of the implanted platform with the adjacent tissue, and informing stent design enhancements. Herein, we demonstrate the hemodynamic implications following virtual implantation of bioresorbable scaffolds using finite element methods and advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to visualize the device-flow interaction immediately after implantation and following scaffold resorption over time.

Methods and Results: CFD simulations with time averaged wall shear stress (WSS) quantification following virtual bioresorbable scaffold deployment in idealized straight and curved geometries were performed. WSS was calculated at the inflow, endoluminal surface (top surface of the strut), and outflow of each strut surface post-procedure (stage I) and at a time point when 33% of scaffold resorption has occurred (stage II). The average WSS at stage I over the inflow and outflow surfaces was 3.2 and 3.1 dynes/cm² respectively and 87.5 dynes/cm² over endoluminal strut surface in the straight vessel. From stage I to stage II, WSS increased by 100% and 142% over the inflow and outflow surfaces, respectively, and decreased by 27% over the endoluminal strut surface. In a curved vessel, WSS change became more evident in the inner curvature with an increase of 63% over the inflow and 66% over the outflow strut surfaces. Similar analysis at the proximal and distal edges demonstrated a large increase of 486% at the lateral outflow surface of the proximal scaffold edge.

Conclusions: The implementation of CFD simulations over virtually deployed bioresorbable scaffolds demonstrates the transient nature of device/flow interactions as the bioresorption process progresses over time. Such hemodynamic device modeling is expected to guide future bioresorbable scaffold design.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite tremendous innovations in platform design such as strut thickness reductions, use of novel antiproliferative agents, coatings with bioresorbable polymers or abluminal drug coatings, the utilization of a permanent metallic prosthesis for the treatment of significant coronary artery disease remains a precipitating factor for sustained vascular inflammation, in-stent neatherosclerosis and impaired vasomotor function. Therefore, the concept of a drug-eluting bioresorbable scaffold with properties that allow short-term temporary scaffolding and long-term restoration of vascular physiology and anatomy when the device is fully resorbed is appealing. Several drug-eluting bioresorbable devices, such as the Absorb bioresorbable vascular scaffold (Abbott Vascular, SC, Calif.), the DESolve bioresorbable scaffold, (Elixir Medical, Sunnyvale, Calif.), and the Drug Eluting Absorbable Metal Scaffold (DREAMS) (Biotronik, Bülach, Switzerland) have been clinically tested in first-in-man studies utilizing multi modality imaging techniques showing encouraging clinical results up to 3-years. These endeavors have led the development of a novel field in interventional cardiology, that of vascular reparation therapy.

Recent data suggest that variations in the local hemodynamic environment post stenting result in wall shear stress (WSS) regional alterations that can invoke a differential vascular healing response around the stent struts. The vessel geometry after stenting is determined by several factors which influence vascular angulation and curvature including material properties of the implanted device, strut thickness and underlying plaque composition. By design, bioresorbable devices have thicker struts in order to retain the necessary scaffolding; meanwhile strut resorption associated with vascular healing over time balances the hemodynamic impairment observed during the post-implantation stage. Furthermore bioresorbable devices offer a more compliant platform that limits vascular straightening and thus reduces disturbed flow patterns at the proximal and distal edges.

Although, critical to understanding healing and long term performance of stents, these dynamic WSS alterations are difficult to measure in vivo as it would require detailed invasive measurements at different time points.

The utilization of computational modeling techniques to assess the performance of isolated or virtually deployed coronary stents has been proven to be an important tool to predict their mechanical behavior over time. These numerical simulations provide a preliminary “proof-of-concept” for new technologies to further qualify from bench to clinical application.

Herein, we provide a series of three-dimensional simulations in idealized geometries focusing at the strut level in two different time points: 1. stage I, which represents the post-implantation stage of the virtually deployed scaffold and 2. stage II, which represents the time point where 33% of scaffold resorption has been achieved. Each of these stages focus on the anatomic configuration of the struts. In particular 3 distinct surfaces were defined: 1. Lateral inflow surface (a) where the strut surface faces the inflow area, 2. Lateral outflow surface (c) where the strut surface faces the outflow area and 3. Endoluminal surface or top of the strut (b) facing towards the lumen. During stage II, two distinct phenomena take place: 1. Neointimal tissue generation and 2. Bulk resorption of the scaffold, which affects its spatial dimensions, and subsequently local flow conditions (Electronic Supplement).

Our goal was to test the hypothesis that local hemodynamic conditions derived from advanced CFD simulations change, as the virtually applied bioresorption progresses over time. These observations may potentially translate to improved flow patterns over the scaffolded segments or the scaffold edges which in the clinical setting affect local tissue responses (Figures 1–3).

METHODOLOGY

Computational fluid dynamics

Blood was approximated to behave as a Newtonian fluid with a density of 1 g/cm$^3$ and constant viscosity of 0.04 g/cm/sec for CFD simulations. Flow velocity and pressure in the coronary artery were computed by numerically solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations, which represent conservation of mass and balance of momentum. The spatial discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations was based on the Galerkin FEM. In particular, a piecewise linear approximation was adopted for pressure and piecewise quadratic for velocity. Time discretization was achieved with a semi-implicit backward Euler method with a time step of $5 \times 10^{-4}$ s. CFD simulations and post processing were carried out...
based on LifeV (EPFL, Switzerland; Politecnico di Milano, Italy; INRIA, France; and Emory University, USA), for numerical solution of partial differential equations. The CFD model consisted of the: 1. geometric construction of the scaffolded vessel; 2. meshing of geometry; 3. imposition of proper boundary conditions and quantities of interest. In brief the boundary conditions are applied at the inlet (proximal) and outlet (distal) surfaces of the CFD domain (the region where the blood is flowing) (Figure 1: Panels A, B, C & Figure 2: Panels A, B, C).

**Figure 1.** Numerical modeling of the virtually deployed bioresorbable scaffold in an idealized straight geometry (post-procedure or stage I). CFD simulations visualizing the velocity streamlines and WSS magnitude on the endoluminal and lateral outflow surfaces of the struts following virtual scaffold deployment. Plot of the quantified WSS vs. axial distance on the endoluminal and both strut sides at stage I. Panels A, B, C: Velocity magnitude, pressure and wall shear stress distribution over the CFD domain.

**Figure 2.** Numerical modeling of the virtually applied bioresorption in an idealized straight geometry (follow-up or stage II). CFD simulations visualizing the velocity streamlines and WSS magnitude on the endoluminal and lateral outflow surfaces of the struts following virtually applied bioresorption. Plot of the quantified WSS vs. axial distance on the endoluminal and both strut sides at stage II. Panels A, B, C: Velocity magnitude, pressure and wall shear stress distribution over the CFD domain.
Geometric reconstruction of the scaffolded vessel

The geometry of the deployed scaffold was constructed based on the structure of an actual 3.0 × 18 mm Absorb BVS (Abbott Vascular, SC, Calif.) utilizing the validated software Rhino 5.0 (www.rhino3D.com) for solid modeling. We modeled 19 horizontal rings interconnected by 3 vertical bridges. We performed simulations in two idealized vessel geometries, a straight vessel and a curved vessel with a 90° angle. We examined 2 stages in each vessel model Stage I: post-implantation, where the strut thickness is 0.015 cm (150 μm); the distance between each strut 0.1 cm, the degree of embedding in the vessel wall 50% simulating half-embedded struts, (the distance between the endoluminal and abluminal strut surface: 0.0075 cm) and the radius of the vessel lumen 0.15 cm and stage II: follow-up, where the strut thickness is reduced to 0.010 cm (67%) reflecting a 33% strut bioresorption and the radius of the lumen reduced to 0.14975 cm simulating some degree of bioresorption and neointimal hyperplasia (NIH), respectively.

Since we are interested in the changes in WSS around the struts we defined three different strut surfaces: 1. Lateral inflow, the surface facing the inflow area, 2. Lateral outflow, the surface facing the outflow area and 3. Endoluminal strut surface, the top surface of the strut (Electronic Supplement).

Meshing of geometry

The geometry volume was discretized as an unstructured mesh of tetrahedral elements using Netgen (Linz, Australia) and Gmsh (http://geuz.org/gmsh/). Since the region of interest is close to the boundaries (wall and struts), we computed a mesh featuring more refined elements (resulting in a more accurate numerical solution) in these regions. In view of the complexity of the geometry induced by the stent the meshing process is split in two steps where the boundary layer with thickness 0.025 cm and mesh size of 0.004 cm are computed with NetGen and the lumen is filled by GMsh. Both packages offer implementation of cutting-edge mesh optimization algorithms.

Imposition of boundary conditions and quantities of interest

We prescribed a steady and maximum inflow rate of 2.7 cm³/sec, under normal conditions. The vessel wall was assumed as rigid for the sake of computational time; however extension to the deformable case is feasible as well. The quantities of interest were the velocity (cm/sec), pressure (dynes) and wall shear stress (dynes/cm²) in the CFD domain. Flow rate was prescribed by means of a parabolic velocity profile properly adjusted to the desired boundary condition.

Statistical analysis

Variables are presented as average values. Change (difference) for each variable was estimated as: follow-up minus post-procedure (or stage II-stage I). Percent change was calculated as:
RESULTS
In-scaffold, straight vessel
The average WSS values following virtual scaffold deployment (stage I) over the inflow and outflow strut surfaces were 3.2 and 3.1 dynes/cm², respectively and 87.5 dynes/cm² at the endoluminal strut surface. The percent (%) WSS increased from stage I to stage II by 100% and 142% over the inflow and outflow surfaces respectively, and decreased by 27% over the endoluminal surface (Figure 5A).

In-scaffold, curved vessel
The average WSS of the inner curvature at stage I over the inflow and outflow strut surfaces were 4.3 and 2.9 dynes/cm², respectively, and at the endoluminal strut surface was 88.6 dynes/cm². Similar analysis of the outer curvature demonstrated WSS values of similar magnitude: 5.8, 3.9 and 118.1 dynes/cm² respectively. The WSS from stage I to stage II at the inner curvature increased by 63% in the inflow and by 66% in the outflow surface and decreased by 20% over the endoluminal surface. Similarly, at outer curvature the %WSS increased at the inflow and outflow surfaces by 29% and 56%, respectively, and decreased over the endoluminal surface by 28% (Figure 5B).
Edge, straight vessel
The average WSS following virtual scaffold implantation over the inflow surface of the proximal edge did not change significantly, however over the outflow surface of the proximal edge changed significantly: from 2.2 to 12.9 dynes/cm², a percentile increase of 486%. At the distal edge percentile WSS increased by 59% at the inflow and by 79% over the outflow surface (Figure 6).

Edge, curved vessel
In curved vessels, the average WSS change of the inflow and outflow strut surfaces of the proximal edge at the inner curvature increased by 79% and 66% respectively. At the distal edge similar analysis showed decrease by 67% and 3% respectively (Table 1).

DISCUSSION
Computational fluid dynamics simulations performed in this study demonstrate that: 1) immediately post scaffold deployment WSS is high at the endoluminal strut surface and very low at the lateral inflow and lateral outflow regions of each strut; 2) at a time point when 33% of scaffold bioresorption occurs, the WSS reduces by approximately 30% at the endoluminal strut surface and increases by over 100% at the inflow and outflow regions of each strut resulting in a more uniform distribution of WSS across the endoluminal and lateral strut surfaces; 3) these findings were more pronounced at the inner
Dynamic endoluminal WSS and neointimal formation with bioresorbable scaffolds

It is known that low WSS such as created at the lateral inflow and outflow strut surfaces, promotes activation, migration, and phenotype shift of smooth muscle cells from a contractile to a more synthetic phenotype with production of extracellular matrix through up-regulation of the smooth muscle cell differentiation repressors: platelet-derived growth factor and KLF-4.6 These biologic responses initiate a neointima that fills in between the struts of the scaffold thereby reducing the effective thickness of the struts and increasing the value of WSS at the strut inflow and outflow. Simultaneously, bulk resorption of the strut results in a smaller and thinner effective strut thereby lowering the magnitude of the high WSS at the endoluminal strut surface. The net effect of this sequence of events is that the large variability of WSS around bioresorbable struts immediately after deployment (stage I) smoothens out when 33% of the struts are resorbed (stage II). Although no absolute WSS cutoff value after stent deployment has been definitively shown to predict an intense neointimal response, WSS values <0.5 Pa (5 dynes/cm²) maybe a ongoing stimulus for neointimal hyperplasia precipitating in-segment restenosis.7–9

Table 1. WSS quantification over the simulated proximal and distal edges in stages I and II in a curved geometry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curved Vessel Average WSS (dynes/cm²)</th>
<th>Post-Procedure</th>
<th>Follow-Up</th>
<th>Relative Change (%)</th>
<th>Post-Procedure</th>
<th>Follow-Up</th>
<th>Relative Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner Curvature: Proximal edge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>−67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoluminal surface</td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>−31</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>−15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outflow</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outer Curvature: Proximal edge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>−24</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>−63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoluminal surface</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>−38</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>−31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outflow</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our models simulating a bioresorbable scaffold with strut thickness of 150 μm and rectangular strut geometry, WSS was frequently noted to be \(< 0.5\) Pa in the lateral strut surfaces and always significantly \(\geq 0.5\) Pa at the endoluminal strut surface immediately after scaffold deployment. We found that following 33\% bioresorption, WSS in lateral strut surfaces significantly increased and WSS at the endoluminal strut surface significantly decreased. These observations may reflect a biphasic tissue response with accelerated tissue proliferation in the low WSS segments in the lateral strut surfaces early post-implantation that subsequently plateaus when WSS rises above the threshold that promotes hyperplasia. Although we didn’t model more advanced time points in the resorption process, the peak and trough values of WSS in the endoluminal strut surface and the lateral strut surfaces with ongoing scaffold resorption continue to approximate one another until such time as the scaffold is fully degraded and the ongoing low WSS stimulus for neointimal hyperplasia between the struts is extinguished. This smooth surface and laminar hemodynamic environment is likely atheroprotective and conducive to a clinically stable vessel with appropriate medical therapy and risk factor modification. One can speculate that such a smooth surface created by a well healed bioresorbable scaffold can be applied towards plaque sealing and shielding. Clinical data supporting this notion are provided from a recent study of 58 patients who underwent Absorb BVS implantation for stable ischemic heart disease and acute coronary syndromes with optical coherence tomography imaging at 12 months demonstrating a robust neointimal layer that provides a thick fibrous cap overlying residual plaques.10

The feasibility of 3-D WSS reconstructions derived from two-dimensional OCT acquisitions following implantation of bioresorbable scaffolds has been recently described11 (Figure 4). The further association of local 3-D WSS alterations with underlying neointimal proliferation utilizing advanced light-based imaging remains to be elucidated in real-world randomized human data.

Clearly scaffold design, strut thickness, strut shape (rectangular, circular, elliptical or tear-drop shape) and the scaffold resorption rate will significantly impact the near wall-flow patterns (micro-environment), vascular hemodynamic milieu (macro-environment) and resulting time frame of vascular response. In contrast to this complex dynamic environment with transient scaffolds, the design of metallic stents has a sustained impact over the regional hemodynamic micro- and macro-environments. Indeed, rigid metallic stents have been shown to increase vascular angulation in the proximal stent edge by 121\% and the distal edge by 100\%, inducing regions of low WSS at these edges which were associated with a robust neo-intimal response.12–13 We have hypothesized that more compliant metallic stents and to a greater extent bioresorbable scaffolds deployed in curved and angulated vessels will have less straightening effect at device edges and in the case of bioresorbable scaffolds will restore vessel geometry after the completion of bioresorption process.14–15

**Edge WSS and neointimal formation**

Edge restenosis accounts for approximately 6\% of target lesion revascularization rates and manifests with both metallic and bioresorbable devices.16–17 The magnitude of proximal and distal edge vascular responses has been previously shown to be associated with the stent or scaffold design and strut thickness, axial and longitudinal geographical miss,18 underlying tissue composition at the landing zone,19 and variable straightening of the stented segment at the edges.13,20 The magnitude of altered flow patterns which influence local WSS distributions and subsequently influence tissue proliferation have been numerically demonstrated in our model providing additional evidence for the association of flow-mediated tissue responses at the transition zones.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present study applied computational fluid dynamics to simulate the biologic behavior of virtually deployed bioresorbable scaffolds. This is the first proof-of-concept which potentially applies clinical translations for further development of bioresorbable platforms.

**LIMITATIONS**

There are several limitations in this analysis which have to be addressed. Firstly the idealized geometry and the rigidity of the vessel wall are considered as major limitations of the current study as well as the resorption process which was assumed to be uniform. Cardiac torsion may induce local stresses over the scaffolded segments and increase the rate of absorption at the struts exposed in higher local
forces. Secondly the virtually modeled neointimal tissue was assumed to have a symmetric distribution over the scaffolded segment and prior studies with advanced light-based imaging such as optical coherence tomography have shown that eccentric pattern of neointimal generation is also possible. Thirdly the flow conditions in this model were assumed to be steady and the boundary conditions were not patient specific.
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